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Abstract 

Metrics and more generally quasi-metrics are well krwwn in literature on domain 
theory and the semantics of programming languages. In this paper, we consider the 
role of quasi-metrics in defining abstract interpretations. ln fact these allow bot h 
to represent a notion of approximation together witll the error introduced, and to 
apply, under suitable conditions, Danach's contraction principle. 
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1 Introduction 

The concept of approximation is essential for st-atic analysis of programs, since most 
jnteresting properties of programs are undecidable. Abstract interpretat ion (A 1) is a 
theory for the approximation of the semantics of djscrete dynamic systems [4], whose 
main fields of application are the static analysis of programs and the design of hierarchjes 
of approximated semantics. The classical approach to AI is based essentially on sets 
equipped with order relations. These relations ensure applicabili ty of fixpoin t theorems 
and represent a notion of approximation between assertions. Indeed in that case x [;;;:; y 
means y approximates x, moreover~ is typically a partial order. 

ln trus paper we study an alternative to the classical framework due to Cousot ,r,z 
Cousot, for designing abs~ract Lnterprelations of programs. For this purpose we consider 
metrics. A metric over a set X is a function d E X x X - lR+ that fulfills some 
propert ies. The idea is to represent the approximation between two elements x and y, 
using the value of a metric. A metric may encode not only the concept of approximation 
between elements of a set, but also the error introduced by the approximation of an 
element of the set with an other. So it is natural t.o think of y approximating x whenever 
the distance between ;r andy is a non negativf.' real number. The distances contempla.ted 
in this paper are usually quasi-metrics rather then metrics: Whem!VflJ y approximat-es :r; it 
is not said to hold the inverse. In order to express the fact t hat :r does not approximate 
y we will say that the distance betweeu y and :r is +oo, or intuitively, that the error 
introduced in the approximation of y by x is not measurable and so corresponds to an 
indefinite value. By means of quasi-met.rics instead of partial order·s we construct an 
AT theory in which the introduced notion of approximation error allows the comparison 
between different. abstractions. In fact we project approximations over a common. totally 
ordered set, making them always comparable: The closed interval [0, +=] (error space). 
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Typically an AI corresponds to evaluate programs over approximate domains. This 
consists in solving a suitable recursive equation, representing the semantics of programs, 
defined on an abstract domain. Thus it is essential to structure domains in a way that the 
known fixpoint results are applicable. The classical framework for AI considers usually 
complete lattices as domains and monotonic functions on them, so that Knaster-Tarsky's 
fixpoint theorem can be applied. On the other hand, Banach's contraction principle is well 
known to be the major alternative for Knaster-Tarsky's fixpoint theorem. Banach's theo
rem presumes domains that are (quasi-)metric spaces and contractive functions on them. 
These two methods are in general not comparable: While Knaster-Tarsky's requires 
monotonic functions and several fixponts are allowed, Banach's requires contractions and 
ensures a unique fixpoint. The hypothesis of contraction instead of monotonicity, allows 
us to overcome problems due to fixpoint semantics based on non monotonic functions, e.g. 
in the semantics of logic programs with negation: The immediate consequence operator 
associa.ted wit.h the program is usually not monotonic (see [12 , 18]). 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work whlch deals with quasi-metrics in 
AI. 

2 Preliminaries 

We will assume familiarity wjth the basic notions of lattice theory (see [11]) and abstract 
interpretation based on Galois connections (see [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]). As a.n example of pro
gramming language we consider logic programming, therefore we will assume familiarity 
with it 's most important notions (see [2}). 

2.1 Basic notation 

IN denotes the set of natural numbers, IN° the set of nat mal numbers plus zero and rn.+ 
the set of real numbers greater or equal tl1an zero. Let C and D be sets. If :::::: is an 
equivalence relation on C, we denote with Cj:::. the set of equivalence classes with respect 
to ::::::. The powerset of C is denoted by p(C), the set-difference between C and D is 
denoted by C \D. Let f be a mapping on D and D ~ C, then f(D) = {f(x) I xED}, 
while f1v denotes the function f restricted on D. By g o f we denote the function 
'Vx . (go J)(x) = g(f(x )). f" denotes. if n. = 0 the identical mapping and if n > 0 the 
mapping f" = J o r-1

• The set D together with a partial order~ is denoted by (D, ~}. 
P RE(I) denotes the set of all pre-orders on a set I and PO(!) the set of aU partial orders 
on I. 

2.2 Metrics and quasi-metrics 

A met·ric on a set X is a mapping d E X x X --+ ffi.+ satisfying 'Vx, y, z E X : 

l. d(x,x)=O (reflexivity 

2. d(:r: , y) = d(y, x) (symmetry 

3. d(x, y) ~ d(x ,z) + d(::,y) (triangle Inequali ty 

4. d(:c,y) = d(y, x ) = 0 ~ x = y (identity of indiscernibles 
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(see [20, 21)). If symmet ry does not hold , dis said to be a quasi-metric. A set X together 
\Vith a. (quasi-)rnetric don X is a (quasi)-metric space (X , d). Let A ~X; the subspace 
(A, diA} of (X, d) is a (quasi-)metric space. 

A mapping f E (X, dx) ~ {Y, d,, ) betwee n two (quasi-)metrit: spaces is said to 
be non expansive if Vx , y E X . dy(f(x),J(y)) 5 dx( x,y), contractive if there is a 
real num_ber c < 1 such that Vx,y E X . dy(f(x),J(y)) 5 c · dx(x ,y), isometric if 
't/x .y EX. dv(f(x ),J(y)) = dx (x ,y). 

A sequence (xn)netl of points of a (quasi-)metric space (X , d} is Cauchy provided that 
V£ > 0 3.l· Vm, n ~ k . d(xm, Xn) ~ ! . A point x E X is a (bi- )limit of a sequence (xn )nel'l 
if V£ > 0 3k Vn ~ k . d(x11 , x) ~ £1\ d(x,x.,) ~f. A (quasi-)metric space is said Lobe 
(bi-)complete jf every Cauchy sequence in the space has a (bi-)limit. A subspace of a 
(bi-)complet.e (quasj-)metric space is said to be closed if every Cauchy sequence in the 
subspace converges to an element of the subspace. 

Theorem 2.1 (Banach 's cont raction principle) Let f E X -+ X be a contraction 
on a bi-complete quasi-metric space (X , d}. Then f has a unique fixpoint , denoted by 
fp(f). 

0 

3 Extended and controsimmetric quasi-metrics 
With the purpose of represent ing, in a more expressive way, our notion of approximation. 
we consider a defini tion of quasi-metric extended to the interval [0. +oo]. Consequently 
we will adapt the definition of contractive function and enrich the standard notions with 
the definition of controsimmetric quasi -metric. 

An extended (quasi· )metric on a set X is a mapping d E X x X -+ [0. +:xJ) satisfying 
the usual axioms. It is necessary to extend in an obvious way the usual order on real 
numbers, so that for any x, extended element. we have :r ~ +oo. 

Keeping the previous definition of cont ractive fu nction and using ~he extended defi
nition of quasi-metric, the uruqueness of the fixpoint stated by Banach's t heorem is no 
longer provable. To obtain uniqueness it is necessary to enforce t he notion of contractive 
function: 

Theorem 3.1 (B anach II) Lei f E X -t X be a contraction on a be-complete quasi
metric space {X. d). such that there exists i such that Vx.y EX. d(f'(x) . Ji(y)) < +oo. 
Then f has a uniq11e fixpoint, denoted by fp(f). D 

In the following of this paper we consider the above enforced versjon of coutractive 
function. In defining an Al on quasi-metric spaces the now introduced notiou of con
lrosimmetric quasi-metric will be useful. A quasi-metric d on a set X is said to be 
conlrosimmetric if for every x,y EX such that d(x .y ) < +oo and d(y ,x) < +oo then 
d(x,y) = d(y.x) = 0. 

Theorem 3.2 Any conlrosimmefnc quasi-metric space 1s bt-complete. 0 

An isometric and surjective funct ion between two quasi- metric spaces is said to be an 
isomorfism between them. lt is easy to show that every isometric fund.ion is injecti ve. 
Furthermore, if (L1• d1) is a quasi ·rnetric space a nd (L2, d2) an isomorfic space, lhPn 
( L2, c/1 ) is a quasi-mctri<- space, if (£ 1. d1} is hi-complete. so il is (L2 , d2) and if { L1 • d1) 

is controsimmetric. so it is (£2. d2). 
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4 Soundness of an AI on quasi-metric spaces 

In AI the abstract semantics is proved to be sound with respect to a. more concrete 

semantics. The concrete and abstract semantics of a program P, written in a language 

.C, are often solutions of fixpoint equations associated with P, of the type: 

Fp(x) = x (concrete equation) Fp (a) =a (abstract equation) 

Supposing to apply Banach's fixpoint theorem, we consider as concrete and abstract do

mains (of computation) the hi-complete quasi-metric spaces {C, de) and (A, dA) respec

tively. The soundness proof of an analysis means to prove that (fp(Fp),fp(Ffl)) E t/J, 
where ·r/J ~ (C x A) is the soundness relation. 

T he following well kno""n result is fundamental for proving the soundness Theorem 

4.2 of an Al on quasi-metric spaces. Tbjs theorem corresponds to a similar one for the 

classical AI framework, where domains are usually structured as complete lattices (or 

CPOs) (see [8)). 

Lemma 4.1 Let (C, de) and (A, dA) be hi-complete quasi-metric spaces and dx such 

that dx((c1,a1),(c2,a2 )) = max{dc(cl>c2 ),dA(a1,a2 )} . Then (C x A ,dx) is a hi-complete 

quasi-metric space (see (1]). 0 

T h eorem 4. 2 Let P be a program written in a la11guage .C. Let (C,dc) and (A,dA) be 
any two hi-complete quasi-metric spaces and rp ~ ( C x A) be such that ('lb, dx) is a closed 

subspace of(C x A,dx). Let Fp and Ffl be two contractive mappings on (C,dc) and on 

{.4.dA) respectively, such that (c,a) E tjJ => (Fp(c), Fp(a)) E t/J. lf'!j.J is a non empty 

relation, then (fp(Fp),fp(Ffl)) E 1/J. 0 

T h eorem 4.3 If (C,dc) and (A,d,~) are controsimmetric quasi-metric spaces, so it ·i.s 

tht quasi-metric space (C x A,dx). 0 

O bserva t ion 4.4 lf d is controsimmetric, (tjJ, dx) is always closed (Theorem 3.2). Thus 

considering controsimmetric spaces ensures an important hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 to 

hold. 

5 D esign of an AI on quasi-metric spaces 

For any two elements .c. y E (X, d), we say that. x is approximated by y if and only 

if d(x.y) < +oo. Therefore the value of the distanced between two elements con be 

interpreted as the error introduced by the approximation: The lower is the value of the 

error d(x ,y), the better is the approximation. d(:r,y) = +oo expresses naturally the fact 

t hat y does not approximate :1:. 

In AI on quasi-metric spaces, it may be of peculiar importance to distinguish beiweeu 

the quasi-metric used in computation and that used in approximation: consequently iL 

is possible to release tlte error representation from purely computation matters. This 

corresponds to separate the computation order from the approximation order, as statee 

by t he classical framework of AJ (e.g. strictness analysis, see [9]). 

In UtP following, we define the notion of approximation space. which corresponds to 

a very general metric version of that of approximation set in classical AI. Actually the 

only hypothesis required is the existence of an approximating element for every clemeo.· 

of t.he concrete domain. This is, on the other hand. a sufficient condition lo ensure t~ 

existence of an AI. 
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Definition 5.1 Let (C,dc) be a quasi-m etric space andY k C. For any element x E C , 
Hy(x) = {y E Yi de(x,y) < +oo} denotes the set of element.s which approximate x and 
belong to Y. (Y, de) is an appmximation space if Vx E C . Hy ( x) =/= 0. 

In the classical framework of Al (see [6]) , an approximation subspace can be defined 
by mean15 of an operator, called approximation operator, on the concrete domain. In the 
following we define a notion of approximation operator on quasi-metric spaces. 

Definition 5.2 An operator p on a quasi-metric space (C,de) is an approximation op
erator ifVx E C . de(x,p(x)) < + oo. 

Property 5.3 If p is an approximation operator, then (p( C), de) is an approximation 
qa~. D 

We observe that, given an approximation space for a quasi-metric space, there exists 
always an approximation operator who generates it. Such operator may not be unique. 

In order to represent an approximation space (p(C),dc) in a computer memory we 
use an isomorfic quasi-metric space (A, dA}, named representation spltCe. The isomorfism 
1 E A ___. p( C) is the concretization function, while a = ~-J o p is the abst-raction. The 
following theorem shows that for the quasi-metric approximation it holds a property 
similar to the only if versus of adjunction, typical of the A 1 on posets. 

Theorem 5.4 Let (C, de } and (A, dA) be any two q-uasi-metric spar.es. 

{i) Let p be an approximation operator on (C, de) and (A, dA) be a representation space 
for (p(C), de}, with 1 concretization function. If a= 7-1 o p , then for all c E C 
and for all a EA. dA(a(c).a.) < +oo => dc(c,l(a)) < +oo holds. 

(ii) Let a E C -+ A, 1 E A -+ C be any two mappings such that far· all c E C and 
for· all a E A, dA(O'(c),a) < + oo * dc(c,1(a)) < + oo holds. Then 1 o a is an 
approximation operato·r on ( C, de} . 

D 

5.1 Optimal approximation 

In Lhe following we try to further ~pecify t he notion of a.pproximaLion, in order to en
sure t hat, given an approximation space, Lhere exisLs a. unique approximation operator 
generating it . 

Definition 5.5 An approximation space (M, de) of (C, de) is an optimal approximation 
space if Vx E C 3y E HM(x) Vu E HM(:r) . dc(J.:,y) ~ dc(x, u) . An approximation 
operator p.. on ( C , de} is an optimal appmximation opemto·r if Vx, u E C . de ( x, f t( x)) ::; 
de (x, f.l (u)). 

It is easy to verify that , if p is an opt imal approximation operator over (C,dc) , Lben 

(ll( C), de } is an optimal approximation space. Furthermore if the regarded quasi-metrics 
satisfy a strengthened version of the identity of indiscernibles. then we can prove that: 

Theorem 5.6 Let (C,de) be fl. q11n.si-melric space sttch that fm· all x,y E C it holds 
dc(x,y) = 0 * x = y. We can prove that: 
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(i) Let (M, de} be an optimal approximation space, then the operator· Jt such that for 
all x E C . Jt( x) = m , where m. is such that de (x,m.) = min.e,..,r{dc (x, z)} , is the 
unique best approximation operator for which J.t( C) = 1\1/ holds. 

(ii) lf p, is an optimal approximation opemtor then it is idempotent, rtamely for all 
x E C, dc(11(x), 11(11(x))) = 0 holds. 

0 

5.2 Connected approximation 

The adjunction property, typical of classical AI, expresses the equivalence between two 
different soundness relations. Intuition wishes that soundness approximation of a concret e 
element c with an abstract element a happens indifferently when it ca.n be stated that the 
abstraction of c is in approximation relation with a (a( c)!;;;; a) , or the concretization of a 
approximates c ( c !;;;e i( a)). We have seen that in the most general case of AI on quasi
metric spaces and also in the optimal approximation, t his condition is not respected. In 
Theorem .5.4 actually holds '::}'but not '<=>'. In the following we will try to strengthen 
the uotion of approximation so that equivalence holds for quasi-metric based Al. We 
call connected those approximants of an element c E C whose distance from any other 
approximant of c is < +oo. 

Definit ion 5. 7 (J\·, de) approximation space of (C, de ) is said to be a connected ap
proximation space if Vx E C 3y E !h;(x) Vz E HK (x) . de(y. z) < + oo. An ap
proximation operator " on ( C, de ) i.s s aid to be a connected approximation ope1·atar if 
"'x E C "'z E H,.(C)(x) . de(K(x) , z) < +oo. 

Note that, if (C, de ) i~ a metric space, then any approximation space (V,de) is also 
a connected one. It is easy to ve rify t hat if K is a connected approximation operator, 
then ( ~~:( C), de) is a connected approximation space. Moreover we obtain the following 
results: 

Theorem 5.8 Let (C, de} and (A, dA) be any two quasi-metric spaces. 

(i) Ltt p be a connected approximation operator on (C, de} and (A, d.4) a 1·epresentation 
space for (p(C), de } with 1 concretization function . If a = ,.,.-lop, then for all c E C 
and for all a E A, clA (a(c) ,a) < + oo <=> (le(c,/( a)) < +oo holds . 

(ii) Lel a E C ~ A, 'Y E A -+ C be any two functions such that fo·r all c E C anrl 
for· all a E A, dA(a(c),a) < + oo *=> dc(c, /( a ))< + oo. Then 1 o a is a connected 
appmximalion opemlor on ( C, de) and o o 1 is a conner.ted approximation opemtor 
on (A .dA) · 

0 

Theorem 5.9 Let (C, de ) be a controsimmettic quas·t-mel1"ic SJmce. 

(i} Let (1\', dr: ) bt a connected approximag on space of (C, de). Then K such thai 
'1/:z: E C . /\.( .~:) = u , with u connected element in H K( J.:) , is the uuique connected 
appro:n:malion opemtor sat·isfying K (C) = 1\ . 

(ii) if K is a connecled nppmximation opemtor. then i l ·i.5 idempotent. namely for ali 
x E C dc(K(.l·), ~>:(,..( :r})) = dc (I\(K.(x)), K.(.r)) = 0 holds. 
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5.3 Upp er-closure approxim ation 

In this section we try to redefine the notion of upper-closure operator adapting it to 
the case of quasi-metric spaces. As it can he seen a connected apP.roximation can be 
obtained by means of such an operator. Hence it follows the interest in the connected 
approximation so as the natural quasi-metric counterpart of approximation in classical 
AI on posets. 

Definit ion 5.10 ,8 E C-+ C is an up7>iii·-clnsure operator on (C, de) if 
J. Tlx E C. dc (x,/3(x)) < + oc; 

2. Tlx E C. dc(P(x),P(,B(x ))) = 0; 

3. Tlx,y E C. dc(x,y) < +oo => dc(/3(x),P(y)} < +oo. 

Theorem 5.11 Let fJ bP an upper-closure opemtor on {C,dc) . Then {3 is a connected 
approximation operator. Furthermore if the considered space is conlrosimmetric and ,8 a 
connected approximation operator on it, then (:J i.~ an upper-closure operator. D 

6 Soundness 

In this section we study the soundness of an AT on quasi-metric spaces, as designed 
as shown in the previous section . Let p be an approximation operator on a concrete 
quasi-metric space (C,dc} and 1 concretization function (isomorfism) between the rep
resentation (abstract) space (A. d.4 ) and the approximation space. Also let o = -1- 1 o p 
be the abstraction between concrete and abstract domain. We consider the following 
soundness relations: 

(x,a) E '1/J ¢> dt~(o(x),a) < +oo 
(x, a) E 1/J' ¢> dc(x.,·(a)) < +oo 

( l ) 
(2) 

Both relations satisfy the existence of abslrnci appmximations assrunplion (see [8]) stating 
that: 

Tic E C 3a E A. (c,a) E tb 

1t is clear that the relation u• is stronger then tb' . Actually for any kind of quasi-metric 
approximation. Theorem 5.4 holdsi moreover in the connected approximation the two 
relations arc equivalent (see Theorem .5.8). 

ln the following we distiuguish between approximation quasi-m elrics and computa
tion qua.si-mctrics. With dA and de we denote the approxim ation quasi-metrics on the 
concrete domain C and on the abstract domain A respectively; furthe r we denote with 
dec and elM t he computation quasi-metrics on C and A respect ively. Let V' be either 
the Relation (1) or (2) and choose the abstrad function as Fp = o o Fp o 1 which is. 
in the classical framework of AJ. t he best approximation for Fp in A (see [6)) . The AI 
on quasi-metric spaces does not ensure that the approximation of the fixpoint semantics 
obtained with the function a o Fp o -y is the one with lowest error (d istance) among all 
possible sound approximations. Actually even if an approximation is locally best, a lo
cally worser choice may bring to a. more precise final analysis. This fact is due to the 
triangle inequality of quasi-rnetrics. 

For studying the soundness of au abstrl'lrtion obtained with the framework above. we 
may apply T hE>orem 4.2. T herf'fore the fo llowing concEtions have to be satisfied: 
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(a) (C, dec) and (A. dAc) are bi-complete quasi-metric spaces; 

(b) Fp and Fft are contractions on the respective quasi-metric computation spaces; 

(c) if (x, a ) E '1/J, then (Fp(x). Fft(a)) E '1/J . 

The following theorems give sufficient conditions to satisfy the previous ones and so 

to prove the soundness of an analysis on quasi-metric spaces. 

T heorem 6.1 If (C, dec) is bi-complete and (p( C), dec) is a closed subspace, then (A, dAc) 

is bi-complete. 
0 

T heorem 6.2 If Fp is a contraction, p a non expansive approximation operator and-y 

an isometl'ic Junction on the respect-ive quasi-metric computation spaces, then F~ is a 

contraction on (A, dAc). 
0 

Theorem 6.3 Let. p be an approximation operator and Fp any mapping on (C, de). 

(i} lf 'r/:r E C Vy E p(C) . dc(x,y) < +oo ~ de(Fp(x),Fp(y)) < +oo then (c) holds 

for the weak soundness Relation (2). 

(ii) Tf'r/x E C Vy E p(C). dc( x,y) < +oo ~ dc(P o Fp(x),po Fp(y)) < +oo then (c) 

holds for the strong soundness Relation ( l ). 
0 

When the quasi-metric of computation is the same as the one of approximation , as in 

most cases. then the following result holds: 

Corollary 6.4 Ass·ume that the com7>utation and approximation quasi-metr-ics be the 

same. Let the concr·ete space and the approximation subspace be respectively hi-complete 

and closed. lf Fp is a contraction and p is non expansivt on the concntt quast-metric 

S"paces. then Ffl = a o Fp o 1 bt·ing.~ to a sound Al tuifh rC$pect to the strong soundness 

Relation (1). 
0 

7 Examples 

We consider two simple examples of application of abstract interpretation on quasi-metric 

spaces. For these examples we use logic programming (see [2]). Logic programming is an 

example of high-level language enjoying a simple semantic definitiou. Let Bp denote the 

Herbrand base for the language associated with a program P and Tp denote the usual 

immediate consequence operator associated with P. 

7.1 Abstraction of non monotonic semantics 

We consider the following logic program witl1 negat iot1 Pt: 

even(O) ~. 
euen(s(x)) +- ....,evcn(,1·). 

ll is well known lhat lhe immt'diate consequence oper~ttor T, associated wit.h P, is not 

monotonic on (p(B.), ~) therefore l\naster-Trasky's fixpoinl theorem is not applicable 
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to characterize the semantics of P.. This fact prevents the applicabi lity of classical 
AI, based on £xpoint approximation of monotonic functions. Fitting suggests Banach's 
fixpoint theorem as an alternative for defining the fixpoint semantics of P.. This is 
obtained defining a proper complete metric space by means of a level mapping (see [12]): 
[ E Bp--+ IN. 

We consider, as leve l mapping for the previous program, the f unction e. such that 
f.(even(sn(O))) =nand define a metric d1• on p(B.) such that 

dt.(l , J) = { ~ 
+oo 

if]= J 
if I and J differ on some ground atom of level n > k 

but agree on all atoms of lower level 
otherv..jse 

where k E 1N has been fixed , as we will see, according to the desired precision of analysis. 
Thus a metric space (~(B .. ), dt.) is obtained, on w hicb T. is a contraction (see [ 12]). 

Note that, with the previous metric we obtain a dept.h-k analysis. Actually a Herbrand 
interpretation I is approximated by an interpretation .J (i.e. de. {I, .J) < +oo) if they 
agree on all ground atoms of lower or equal Jevel than k. In tills case the operator 
Pe(/) = {q E I l l!.(q) s; k} is an approximation operator that is both connected and 
optimal (see Section 5). The abstract properties describe the sets of natural numbers less 
or equal than k belonging to the respective Herbrand interpretations of Pe. Considering 
as equal the representation and the approximation spaces, as it often occw·s in depth-k 
analysis (see [15]) , the abstract operator T/ = >..I . Pe o Telp.(p(B.))(l) ensures a sound 
analysis, namely Banach's fixpoint theorem and the Corollary 6.4 can be successfully 
applied. If 1.· :::: 3 then the result of the analysis is fp(T.A ) = {even(O) ,even(s2(0))} 
and dt.(T. ,"'f(TeA)):::: ~expresses the error introduced by the approximation. It is worth 
noting that by choosing a deeper level k, an analysis with lower en-or is obtained. 

7.2 Error valuation 

In the analysis of the following program P6 , we consider only the aspects of approximation 
through quasi-metrics. 

p(O) ~. 
p(s6 (x)) t- p(x). 

Because of the possibility of clisLinguishing between domains for computation and ap· 
proximation , in this case we can consider the complete lattice (&o( B6 ), ~) as domain 
for computat-ion and a suit.able quasi-metric for encoding the error in approximation. 
Therefore being T6 monotonic on (p(Bs), ~), Knast.er-Tarsky's theorem can be used for 
characterizing fixpoint seman~ics , while the following quasi-metrics on Herbrand inter
pretations can be used to evaluate the error: t6 (p(sn(x))) = n is the level mappi11g and 

if I= J 
if 1 ~ .J and differ on some ground atom of level n 

and agree on aU atoms of lower level 
otherwise 

Gsing dr6 it 's possible, for example. to obtain a depth-k analysis, by choosing as 
approximat.iou operator p~(l ) = {q E I I t'f.l(q) s; k} U (Bo \ B61d. where the suhset 
Bslk = {q E B61 f6(q) s; k}. The abstract semantics of Po is the least flxpoinl of the usual 
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abstract function. Further, the error introduced by approximating the concrete semantics 
with this abstraction, is represented by the real value dt6 (lfp(Ts),lfp(T6A

1
)) = 21~1· It's 

worth noting that the deeper is the wished analysis (value k), the lower is the introduced 
error. In particular 

lint dt6 (l/p(n ), lfp(T6A• )) = 0 
.1:-+oo 

namely an exact approximation is obtained. 
lnstead a parity analysis can be obtained, by means of the following approximation 

operator: 

pW) ~ J ~ 
l Bs 

if 1 = 0 
if I~ P = {p(s2

') I i E JN} U {p(O)} 
if 1 ~ D = {p(s"li+l) I i EN} 
otherwise 

The error introduced by the approximation in pari~ analysis is encoded by the quasi
metric dt6 and it is the real value dt6 (l/p(Ts) , lfp(T6 ")) = ~-

Both analyses are comparable by the approximation error, while in the classical frame
work of AT they are not at all. Indeed with the previous quasi-metric, the error introduced 
by the parity analysis is greater than that introduced by the depth-k analysis. This be
cause the quasi-metric d4 considers only the measure of coincidence of abstract and 
concrete patterns, on the "initial" par t (lowest level) only, while no weight is given to 
the coincidence at different, maybe regular, snapshots, as it mjght happen for example 
for parity analysis. 

By choosing a different quasi-metric where more weight is given to regular sub ex
pressions, it might happen that parity analysis becomes more precise then a deptb-k 
analysis. Tills may happen for instance by choosing the following approximation quasi
metric. which is a variant of the Hausdorff quasi-distance (see 113}): 

d( T J) = sup inf d'(x. y) if I <; J l 
0 if 1 = 0 

' yEJ :rEI 

+oo otherwise 

wi th d'(x,yj = lf6 (x)- f6~y) l . The error introduced by the depth-k analysis is the 
real value d(lfp(T6 )./fp(T6 k)) = 3: while that introduced by the parity analysis is 
d(lfp(T6), lfp(T:")) = 2. 

8 Quasi-metrics and order re lations 
ln this section we try to find a relation between quasi-metrics and partial orders. holh as 
tools for representing a given notion of approximation. With any quasi-metric on a set 
L it may be associated a pre·order relation and conversely with any pre-order relation 
on L it may be associated a set of pseudo-quasi-metrics, among whom at least one 
quasi-metric exists. In particular. the transfer from a quasi-met ric to an order relation 
»eerns to be an approximation step. In that sense we would Like to formalize it as an 
abstract interpretation, or rather by a Galois con nection. Consequently a signifi cant 
relation between classical Al and quasi-metric AI is gi ven. Authors already dealt with 
:.ne problem of establishing a correspondence between quasi-metric and pre·orders or 
JloC'"ially ordered sets. e.g. [17, 19}. These approaches differ from our. which may have 
~e analogies with that in ['1 6]. 
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Definition 8.1 Let L be a set. 

• A m etr·ic induced from the relal.ion !:; on L is a mapping de E ( L x L) --> JR0+ which 
satisfies refiexi·vity, triangle inequality and 'fx, y E L . dr;;(x , y) S::: +oo ¢? x !; y. 

• Let d E ( L X L) -+ [0, +ooJ be a mapping. The r·elation induced from d on L zs 
hd~ (L x L) where for all x,y E L . x hd y <=> d(x,y) < +oo. 

Two quasi-metrics on a set I are said to be structural equivalent (d1 ~ d2 ) if they 
both induce the same relation, following the above definition, i. e. h d, =hd2 • 

Let QM(l) denote the set of quasi-metrics on I and QMc(I) be the set of all con
trosimmetric quasi-metrics on I . The situation may be resumed as following: 

Qlvf(l) 

1 
--++ QMt(l) ~ PRE(l) 

1 
QJ\t[ c( T) --++ QMc

1
,;.(1) ~ PO (I) 

~ denotes a representation relation, i. e. an isomorfism. obtained by using Definition 
. I. By --++ or by --+ we denote some approximation between sets: The approxima

tion of type --++ consists in loosing the notion of error encoded by a distance, whereas 
only th.e notion of approximation is maintained. This is obtained by quot.ienting QM(J) 
with respect to the relation of structural equivalence ~ between quasi-metrics. The ap
proximation of type --+ consists iu approximating a pre-order v.ith a partial order (or 
equivalently a. quasi-metric by a controsimmetric quasi-metric). The latter approxima
tion step is the most hardly representable by a Galois connection , because the required 
adjunction has to consistently express the common notion of approximation expressed in 
quasi-metrics and pre-orders. 

9 Conclusions 

T he main features of quasi-metric Al are the to express the error introduced by the ap· 
proximatiou of semantics and the possibility of applying Banach 's theorem to analyze 
non monotonic semantics, that cannot be analyzed with the classical framework for Al. 
The applicability in itself of Banach's theorem might seem to be a limit wilh respect to 
the applicability of Knaster-Tarsky's Uteorem, because Banach 's ensures the existence 
of a unique fixpoin t . Nevertheless note that a quasi-metric approach to AI is always 
possible, by encoding an order rela tion with an induced metric (see Definition 8.1). We 
believe that the major application fields of the presented theory are t he study of approx
imated seman tics for concurrency, where the approximation between processes cau be 
conveniently defined by means of quasi-rnetrics (see [1, 3, 14, I 7]} . Moreover it might be 
interesting to combine t he classical framework for Al wi th the A£ on quasi-metr ic spaces, 
with the aim of applying numeric methods to the program analysis (e.g relative error, 
absolute error). 
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